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UK Zombie Festival - Nov 13th
Yes, you heard me right,
it is the 4th UK Festival of
Zombie Culture and once
again it is in Leicester’s
£22 million Media Centre,
Phoenix Square.

second showing of
‘Zomblies’ an amazing 50
minute ride into zombie
hell, its high octane stuff
brimming with lots of guns
and lots of gore…
Saturday November the
The next films on the big
13th will once again see
screen will be the 2010 UK
the great and the good
Zombie Film Devils Playground, with Danny Dyer
of the UKS zombie fans
(Doghouse, Severed),
descend upon the city for
Jaime Murray (Hustle,
over 13 hours of zombie
Dexter) and Craig Fairmadness and Yes, I did
brass (Far Cry) as London
say more than 13 hours…
descends into a zombie
So come dressed a
frenzy, there’s only one
zombie, get your make
person who may be immune.
up done at the event, you could win the Best Dressed
Zombie Award. Start turning up from 11.30ish and you Reel Zombies, the toast of the indie film circuit is next,
can browse the stalls, which this year include FAB Press, this is a ‘Making of documentary’ about a zombie film
Forbidden Planet, Shock Horror Magazine and not one being made, but the only way the budget can allow
this is to use real zombies, as it’s set after the Zombie
but 2 of the countries leading zombie survival experts
Apocalypse….
talking about and signing copies of their books…
Dellamorte Dellamore is a bizarre journey into the
In between the films will be make up artists who will
make you up as one of the living dead, the 3 minute
realms of the Living Dead, starring Rupert Everett as
zombie challenge where people kill as many zombies as the unfortunate Cemetery caretaker that has to spend
they can in Dead Rising 2, the stalls, chats, an all day
most of his time keeping his ‘residents’ in the ground…
bar serving food, so the zombie action is non-stop
The final movie to take to the screen is Zombies of Mass
Destruction, a humorous look at the zombie apocalypse
throughout the day…
in small town America, where as soon as the dead rise,
Then at 12 noon, the films begin, opening traditionally everyone gets targeted by the local population…
again with an absolute classic… The Living dead at the
Manchester Morgue, this 1974 movie is a Spanish Film, All of this is only £25 for a whole day pass and includes
made in England and still haunts to this day, so we are everything, get your tickets… Book Now...
starting as we mean to go on…
This is followed swiftly by a Feature presentation of
www.terror4fun.com for more details
British Films, amongst which are E’Gad Zombies, a 20
www.phoenix.org.uk to buy tickets
minute period drama with Ian McKellan and the UKs

Dead Rising 2: Played by Zombies...
www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSMCauG8lZ

If you want more news at it happens
then please check out and join the
group: Terror4fun: UK Zombie Events

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com and let us know all
about your zombie events. We will make sure they appear
in front of 10,000 people in every issue...
Thrill the World: Global simultaneous word record dance to
Thriller. Takes place on Saturday 23rd October 11.00am
and 11.00pm GMT that’s Midday & Midnight for us in the
UK. http://thrilltheworld.com/events
Frightfest Halloween All-Nighter. October 30th.
For full details visit: www.frightfest.co.uk
Zombie Hood Nottingham Zombiewalk. October 30th.
www.zombiehood.co.uk
London Zombiewalk IV. October 31st
Email viking_hats@hotmail.co.uk for more details
Zombiewalk Birmingham. October 31st.
City Centre, in Aid of Help for Heroes…
Email: birminghamzombiewalk@hotmail.co.uk
Zomblogalypse Halloween Event. October 31st.
York, City Screen, Coney Street, York. 8pm.
www.zomblogalypse.com
2 Days Later Film Event. October 31st. Margate.
www.2dayslater.co.uk
Whitby Goth Weekend. Halloween Weekend in Whitby.
Details and Pics etc at: http://wgw.topmum.co.uk/
The Walking Dead on TV. November 5th…
The TV Series we have all been waiting for comes to FXUK.
UK Festival of Zombie Culture. 13th, November.
Terror4funs Day of the Undead 2010, Leicester.
13 hours of zombie films, make up, games and guest stars.
www.terror4fun.com for more details
www.phoenix.org.uk to buy tickets

www.shockhorrormagazine.com

Leeds Zombiewalk. November 21st
More details at: www.zombie-aid.com

Do you Love Zombies?
Buy the t-shirt and tell the world……!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_tshirts.html
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The Zombie Times, Halloween 2010
Hey there Zombie Fans,
Welcome once again to the latest issue of our e-zine… The Zombie Times… The ‘Day of the
Undead,’ is almost upon us and its now the 4th year for the ‘UK Festival of Zombie Culture’
so don’t forget that THE date for your diary is November 13th, 2010. More than 12 hours
of films, games, competitions, make up artists, book signings and tonnes more too…
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the
word… Zombies are alive and kicking… (well sort of anyway)
See you on November 13th…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror 4fun Team
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“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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clear that it wants to fly
in the face of these zombie stereotypes by dealing
with some hard hitting socio-cultural issues
and keeping to the more
serious tone of Kirkman’s
comics. Personally I can’t
wait.
Directed by Frank DaAre Zombies The Next Big Thing
rabont of Shawshank ReTo Hit The Small Screen?
demption fame, FXUK
will be bringing you
Move over vampires as we are predicting zombies to be The Walking Dead on
THE next big thing to hit the small screen.
November 5th.
For quite some time now we’ve been bombarded with The groundbreaking
TV series and movies featuring our favourite blood
show is an adaptation of
sucking friends. Twilight, The Vampire Diaries and of
Kirkman’s comics and follows a group of survivors in a
course our very own True Blood, have made vampires post- apocalyptic zombie world.
one of the biggest trends to dominate TV and film in
recent years.
But what about zombies?
In film, zombies have been a real success- just look at
28 Days Later, Zombieland and Dawn of the Dead.
But sadly on TV zombies haven’t been so popular.
They seem to have been relegated to something of a
figure of fun- think Charlie Brooker’s take on zombies
To win Ltd. Edition Goodies then check out the comp
in his recent series on E4 “Dead Set”.
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
Until now that is… “The Walking Dead” has made it

Competition Time
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A zombie pandemic has broken out.
There is widespread chaos all over the world. As one of
the survivors, you want to communicate with others
out there, but you aren’t sure where to turn to get your
message out. What you need to do is get yourself over
to LostZombies.com and tell your story.
You may be wondering what exactly is going on since
there really hasn’t been an actual zombie outbreak.
All of this is part of the world dreamed up by Skot
Leach and Rob Oshima, the two visionaries who devised a place where people could come together in a
community of collaborative storytellers.
Ok so there may not have been an actual zombie
apocalypse (yet) but this is the project dreamt up by
Skot Leach and Rob Oshima after deciding they
wanted to shake up the film and horror world.
Lost Zombies and it’s members wants you to leave reality at the door and jump into the undead-filled world
they’ve created alongside the 15,000 users on the site.
The ultimate aim of which is crafting submissions into a
feature-length film.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

At the beginning it was decided the initial theme had
to be epic in scope, it had to be something that could
be happening all over the globe.
Another main concern was the age old question of
new age fast zombies versus Romero Shufflers. The solution was simple: use both! The site prides itself on
providing a home for pretty much anyone who has a
creative streak and a story to tell. Even those who just
want to kick back and chill in that chat room or forum.
While the site is still currently working on putting together the contributed materials into the final movie
for film festival tours, cinema and eventual DVD release, the site has just finished interviewing George A
Romero and have agreed a major deal with an international publisher to start printing copies of the Lost
Zombies Scrapbook, a journal made up of photos and
stories submitted by the members of the site from the
viewpoint of a survivor of the outbreak.
They aim to wrap up accepting submissions for the film
by mid 2011 so there’s time to get on in on the action!

http://www.lostzombies.com/

Zombie-Aid
has Spread
to LEEDS
st

This November 21 will see the outbreak spread into
Leeds City Centre. To join the walk a fee of £2 per
zombie will be collected at the start, sponsorship
forms are available on Zombie-Aid.com.
The walk will begin at Travelling Man at 6pm and
ends at OK Comics. Zombies are then invited to attend the after-party hosted by Fab Café. A zombie
themed quiz will be run and there will be raffle tickets available with a variety of prizes. All monies are
raised on behalf of CLIC Sargent and Make a Wish
Foundation.
For more visit the website www.zombie-aid.com or
find us on Facebook. For any queries regarding this
event please email Sabrina.Peyton@gmail.com

HALLOWEEN ALL-NIGHTER
Revenge Japanese style, American psychos, sharks,
cannibal girls and a Finnish nightmare before Christmas that simply has to be seen to be believed...
...it can only be Film4 FrightFest’s Halloween allnighter event taking place this year at the Empire
Cinema 2, Leicester Square on Saturday October 30,
2010. A fantastic line-up of world or UK premieres,
sneak previews and a Retro Classic to scare you, dazzle you, make you jump and creep you out.
Tickets cost £50 and are on sale now!
To book call 08 714 714 714 or go online to:
www.empirecinemas.co.uk
For full programme, etc go to www.frightfest.co.uk
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zombie hood riding through the glen...
Pit & Pendulum
18+ Zombie Pub Crawl - 4.00pm -5.45pm Starting
Point: The Pit & Pendulum
Collect your free Zombie Walk map from the Pit &
Pendulum or Fellows Morton and Clayton
Zombie Hood Disco - 6.00pm - 11.00pm
Fellows Morton and Clayton Function Room 54 Canal
Street, Nottingham
Zombie Raffle, Prizes and Games!
Win copies of Capcom's 'Dead Rising 2' (Xbox 360 &
PS3) Meet the cast and crew from the feature film,
Zombie Hood!
£2.50 on the door
On October 30th 2010, Zombie Hood are arranging a
zombie walk, taking place around the streets of Nottingham. This will be followed by an undead disco with
prizes, games and a bit of gore thrown in for good
measure! In conjunction with Zombie Hood, a feature
film currently being made in Nottingham, you are cordially invited to join the ranks of the undead for an
organised lurch around the street of Nottingham!
Zombie Walk - 2.30pm - 3.45pm Starting Point: The

Zombie Hood After Party 18+ only - 11.00pm - 2.00am
- The Pit & Pendulum. Free Entry with virus shots
served all day!
Zombie Make-Up available from 12.30pm - 2.30pm at
Fellows Morton and Clayton and The Pit & Pendulum
Basic undead makeover £1. Full undead makeover £5.
www.zombiehood.co.uk

Guest Stars
At this Day of the Undead, its not just Zombie Ed
introducing the films, there are people heading to the
event that know their stuff and will be available for
signing, talking and general mingling…

and then tell you how to survive…
www.ministryofzombies.com
Dr Dale, author of Dr Dales Zombie Dictionary will
also be signing & talking about a life dedicated to the
undead… howtosurviveazombieapocalypse.co.uk

o if you have any Zombie, Horror, Make Up or Insane
questions that somehow relate to horror then I am cer- Harvey from FAB Press will also be in attendance, his
tain that one of guests will be able to help you out….
encyclopaedic knowledge of Horror Cinema is possibly
the scariest thing at the event, but he will be bringing
Dean Boor, he knows about gore… Dean is also the
founder of new British Horror Magazine SHOCK HOR- his Books, DVDs and Tees to sell and to show you what
ROR, so buy a copy and find out what makes him love is out there… www.fabpress.com
horror… www.shockhorrormagazine.com
Gavin Gore, legendary make up artist from Zombie
Undead will be making you up to be the Living Dead
once again.
Sean Page, author of ‘The Official Zombie Handbook
(UK)’ and all round nice guy will sign copies of his book

Forbidden Planet will also be trading and have a
stand to sell you the latest Zombie Graphic Novels and
Action figures too...www.forbiddenplanet.co.uk

PLUS…
The Arcade of the Dead???

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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London Zombie Walk IV
a Zombie at all times, when not in a bar.
It’s as simple as that, so come dressed to impress (The
It's Halloween!! You’re in London…
Living Dead) and we will ake this one, one to rememWhat better way to celebrate than to Join us on the
largest Zombie Walk through the capital for our fourth ber for the rest of your (un) life
MEET POINT: Waxy O'Connors, Rupert Street, Picadilly
consecutive year. Along the route we will be stopping
Circus. We will be in a reserved area: The Cottage Bar
at some of our favourite watering holes in Londons
West End. Covering the areas of Picadilly Circus, Leices- from 2pm.
ter Square, Soho and Covent Garden when walking
from venue to the next you should act and behave like Email viking_hats@hotmail.co.uk for more details

Saturday 30th October 2010 2pm-11pm

Zombie-Aid…s Halloween number 1?
Film maker and creative director, Carl Whiteley,
has set an ambitious goal – for Zombie-Aid’s charity
single to hit the number one slot by 31st October 2010.
The double ‘A’ side single will be released on the 25th
October and be available to pre-order during the first
week in September and features bands, Resist and Uncle Rotter.
Carl formed UK based Zombie-Aid early 2009 which so
far has taken the form of popular ‘Zombie Walks’, a
phenomenon which has spread around the world, the
largest walk being in Canada.
The video to accompany the single be seen on The
Zombie-Aid website and Youtube, you will also have
an opportunity to pre-order this on various online music sites.

It only needs to sell 5,500 copies to reach the top 40, so
with a big effort from everyone involved, the leap to
number one is not as great as you think.
Zombie Aid hopes to raise thousands for charity if this
tops the charts and are being helped to raise awareness by the Make-A-Wish charity themselves as well as
Zombie-Aid sponsors Smiffy’s – who plan to advertise
the single to over 4000 of the retailers they supply to.
You can find more information on the single as well as
the planned walks by visiting www.zombie-aid.com or
contacting Carl directly on info@zombie-aid.com

Dead rising 2 case zero breaks records
Capcom is happy to announce that its recently released
downloadable title, Dead Rising 2: CASE ZERO, has
broken all records on Xbox LIVE with the best week
one unit sales in the history of all content distributed
through Xbox LIVE Arcade.
The prologue to the highly-anticipated Dead Rising 2,
Dead Rising 2: CASE ZERO, launched last week as a
unique piece of downloadable content exclusively for
Xbox LIVE Arcade.
A standalone title that helps bridge
the gap between the original Dead
Rising and the soon-to-be-released
Dead Rising 2, it allows fans a taste
of the new Dead Rising world on

Xbox 360.
The unique prologue experience gives gamers a
glimpse of what’s to come in Dead Rising 2 as it includes new combo weapons; your first look at survivors
and a psycho; an introduction to new protagonist,
Chuck Greene and his daughter Katey and a system
that allows you to carry your character attributes collected in Dead Rising 2: CASE ZERO into the main
game.
Dead Rising 2: CASE ZERO is now
available exclusively to download
on Xbox LIVE Arcade. Dead Rising 2
is now available on the Xbox 360,
PlayStation 3 and PC.

www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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The Halloween Monster Movie Challenge
This UK horror film event taking place on October 30th
2010. Those lovely grrls at Emerald Void Productions
presents before your very eyes a celebration of magnificent monsters and independent art.
The challenge runs until October 16th where indie filmmakers had to make their nightmares into reality! The
challenge was to produce a film that depicts a monster
Werewolves, mummies, vampires and of course zombies or it could also be a monster of their own imagination such as 2009s poo monster. The film must also
include a line of dialogue that we give them to ensure
their film is made for the challenge. They each have
the choice of three lines and must use them in the most

creative way possible.
That is the challenge, want to see what they’ve come
up with? This year we have over twenty freshly made
short films ready to be premiered at the Sound Bar in
Birmingham. So spend your Halloween with us as we
are entertained by bands Meathook and 8-Bit Ninjas.
There will be drink offers and we will crown the monster movie king or queen with a special prize!
Fancy dress welcome. £3 all in. See you all on the other
side… October 30 at 6:00pm - October 31 at 2:00am
Soundbar, 205-213 Corporation St, Bir’m, B4 6SE
http://soundbarbirmingham.co.uk/
http://halloweenmonstermoviechallenge.co.uk/

Zomblies
The awesome UK movie Zomblies is just one of the Rangers have become complacent and a newly formed
films being shown at the Day of the Undead 2010. rookie team ‘Ranger Cubs,’ sends out a distress call afWhen a private militia’s
rookie zombie hunters
send out a distress call, it’s
up to the Rangers to cross
The Wall and bring them
back, as well as uncover
the truth about a terrifying new breed of zombie.
Bewitched mill-workers,
shambling corpses and
rage-fuelled mobs; Zombies have evolved as their
own unique form of cinema, bringing the undead to life countless
times for the enjoyment of the living. Zomblies continues this rich tradition with its unique exploration of the
evolution of zombie-cinema in a balls-to-the-wall film
spectacular!
In the ten years following a devastating zombie pandemic, Britain has rebuilt herself except for one region.
The South West has been annexed and an enormous
wall erected to hold the remaining infected at bay, the
perfect environment for studying the zombies.
Enter the Rangers, a corporate militia tasked with
studying the infected. After years of infiltration, the

ter a mission goes horribly
awry.
The virus has changed. A
veteran team is assembled to rescue the lost
Rangers but are there
really any survivors?
What has happened to
the infected? Is their mission really all that it
seems?

Realm Pictures was
founded on the belief
that independent film
doesn’t have to compromise itself in terms of scale
and visual impact. Anything that can be done by the
big studios can be done with a fraction of the budget
and a fraction of the manpower, thanks to the progression of technology and the willingness to hold
down a day-job and then spend the rest of the day
doing the real work. Director – David M Reynolds

www.realm-pictures.com
For more info email: team@realm-pictures.com

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie times
Readers offer
When there’s no more room in hell, the Ted will walk
the earth…Dawn of the Ted is the freakin’ awesome
new BTB range from Peter Underhill and OddCo!
This rotten crew of nasty critters are due to hit the
ground running (or crawling…..)

www.badtastebears.com

Competition Time
To win a full set of these rotting little critters…
YES, that a full set of 6 of them…
Check out the back page...

Get your copy of Dr Dale’s Zombie Dictionary
at the special price of £6.99 (£2 off rrp) including
free UK p&p. Call Allison & Busby on 0207 580
1080 or buy online at www.allisonandbusby.com
and submit promo code ZT25 in your shopping
basket to get your discount.
Dr Dale and some of his
zombie hunting colleagues
will be at this years
Day of the Undead, to
sign & talk about this, his
Latest & Greatest book...

join the
zombie horde to
win some prizes!
To celebrate the release of the WALKING DEAD TV show this November, we at
Forbidden Planet, Leicester want you to simply come visit our store and
hand in a picture of yourself as a zombie.
This can be a photo of you dressed up, photoshopped to look like one, a
drawing, made out of felt - whatever you can come up with - and we'll
add it to our zombie horde on display on the ground floor and End of
November we'll dish out zombie-related prizes for the best!
Entries must be no larger than A5 in size, and please put your name and
email address on the back so we can contact you if you win!
We will also be at this years Day of the Undead with Graphic Novels, Books, Comics,
Figures And plenty of stuff featuring ‘The Walking Dead...’

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Zombie Tattoos:...
Zombify yourself with style!
This matchbook folder includes 30 all-time classic tattoo designs with a zombie
twist—featuring hearts, sparrows, anchors and of course, BRAINS, BRAINS,
BRAINS.
Mitch O'Connel's distinctive retro-inspired illustration style is a perfect fit for
these all-time classic tattoo designs with a zombie twist. Reminiscent of old
school tattoo art with a contemporary twist, his work has been described as
cool, clever, weird, wacky, cutting edge, pop surrealistic, and pop culture kitsch.
Mitch's work has appeared in numerous publications, including Newsweek, The
New York Times, Playboy, and more. According to Entertainment Weekly
Mitch O'Connell is 'The master of skin deep kitsch.'

Just look for ‘Zombie tattoos’ at www.amazon.couk

REEL Zombies
Independent Zombie Film makers,
Producer Mike Masters and Director
David J. Francis, the team behind
the commercially unsuccessful Zombie Night 1 and 2, have found the
climate for Zombie movies has
changed significantly after the "real"
zombie invasion begins.
Hedging on the fact that the Zombie mayhem that has taken a grip
on the nation is only a temporary
problem, the film makers realize
that once normalcy has returned,
demand for Zombie product (now
outlawed) will be at an all time
high. The filmmakers seize an opportunity to do something they
were never able to before on their
meagre budgets, make a memorable zombie film. This time, however,
through using real zombies, the film will have an authenticity and production value previously unattainable. They set about "bringing the gang back together"
and assemble key cast and crew members from their
past productions (the ones that aren't already dead).
With a full crew and a documentarian following them
all the way, Masters and Francis embark on the production of their masterpiece. Film production at the
best of time is wrought with peril, and for these intrepid

film makers, it is no different this
time around. From the challenges of
safely shooting with and wrangling
the hoards of untrained zombies to
creative differences over what the
film is ultimately to be about - the
filmmakers face new challenges and
production gets more precarious at
every step.
The entire process is documented,
complete with interviews, behind
the scenes footage of production
meetings and shooting challenges, as
the filmmakers struggle with cast
and crew being eaten by their hungry zombie extras.
A lack of resources to finish the film,
and an increasingly high level of
zombie activity cause them to reconsider their previous notion that
"things will soon be back to normal." It's all the challenges of shooting a low budget zombie film, mixed
with the perils of surviving in a Zombie infested world.
Will they finish the film and get their long deserved accolades as pioneers, or will the making of documentary
be all that's left of their attempts to bring something
innovative, fresh and devastatingly real to the screen?

www.reelzombies.com
www.tapeitordie.com
Dead Rising 2
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E’Gad Zombies
Narrated by (and with a
cameo by) Ian McKellen,
the award winning film is
set in 1700’s England in a
town called Upper Trollop
where there lived a somewhat dappy poet named
William Filthe`. He was the
younger brother of the
family and therefore his
chances of actually achieving anything in his life were
slim to middling at best. Not that this mattered to him
of course, for he was in love with the beautiful but
slightly terrifying Vanity Banks, and had decided that
as soon as she stopped throwing vegetables at him,
they should marry. The reason Vanity threw vegetables
at William was because he was poor. She was rich and
everybody loved her so why on earth would she marry

a poet who spent his time
at her window spouting his
ludicrous poetry. So she
decided to marry Richard
Filthe`, William’s affluent
elder brother and all round
bad egg. So William, devastated, decides to leave
England and live as a
monk, turning his back on
life and love. On the morning of his departure however,
he finds his household deserted and one of his servants,
Sandwich, half eaten. Racing through the town to save
the woman he loves, he discovers that Upper Trollop
has been infected by an illness, turning all it’s inhabitants into crazed creatures and making them all
rather…bitey…

www.egadzombies.co.uk

Romeros Best are Bigger and better
Day of the Dead DVD
From Arrow Video comes the ultimate two-disc DVD edition
of George A. Romero's Day Of The Dead featuring a whole
host of specially produced, world exclusive extras previously
only available on Arrow Video's 25th Anniversary Edition
Blu-ray release of the film. Easily the bleakest, goriest and
most chilling of Romero's zombie
movies to date, Day Of The
Dead sees Tom Savini and his
special effects team hitting an alltime career high with an endless
succession of super-realistic flesh
tearing, bone snapping, gut spilling mayhem that for some viewers will prove almost too much to
endure. This two-disc Day Of
The Dead (cert. 18) is available
now.

Dawn of the Dead DVD
Also from Arrow comes the ultimate four-disc DVD edition of

George A. Romero's Dawn Of The
Dead featuring three different cuts
of the feature presentation plus a
whole host of specially produced extras previously only available on Arrow Video's Blu-ray release of the
film.. The first sequel to George A.
Romero's seminal 1968 zombie classic
"Night Of The Living Dead", the
equally powerful and apocalyptic
Dawn Of The Dead was hailed by
respected film critic Roger Ebert as
"One of the best horror films ever
made." The four-disc Dawn Of The
Dead (cert. 18) is available now.

Competition Time
To win a copy of these Movies then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:

http://intheeventofazombieattack.com
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Awesome zombie music video

Strange
Zombies,
Part 13

Watch it NOW !!! Its in YOUTUBE

An awesome looking
zombie, yes, from
Day of the Undead,
2009 BUT what is
with the pints, why do
you look so guilty? Is
it because last years
best dressed zombie is
not eating people.
Probably !!!

A little background - "Lose Control" is a zombie
short-film styled piece set to the music track, "Lose
Control" of Keep You Honest's debut album. The
video (and the album) were both released in late
July, 2010. Lose Control was completed in only a day
and a half, with a cast and crew mostly comprised of
volunteers, and a budget of roughly $1000.
Set in a rural area, it tells the story of a mother and
a son fleeing an abusive relationship only to come
across a zombie outbreak and forced to flee from
the safety of their car into the woods.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPnG6m48RgY

Get Big Tits Zombie in 3D
once a month and on DVD
“DESTINED TO BE A LATE-NIGHT PARTY
CLASSIC: SEXY AND WILD WITH A HINT
OF THE ABSURD AND DRIPPING BLOOD ALL
THE WAY.” – FORCES OF GEEK.COM

Big Tits Zombie 3D is on DVD from Terracotta Distribution and available now. Special Features include:
cast interviews; ‘Making of’ featurette; deleted scenes;
photo gallery; trailers.

‘Zombie Strippers’ meets ‘The Evil Dead’ Japanese style
in Big Tits Zombie. Chainsaw-wielding cowgirls, bloody
decapitations, eyeball lollipops, zombie sushi, human
buffets, samurai sword slashing strippers, gratuitous
nudity, the most inappropriate flame thrower ever and
a gorgeous Goth-Lolita villain who is literally to die for
are just a few of the delights on offer in Big Tits Zombie, which comes to DVD as a single disc release featuring both 2D and 3D versions of the movie.
Terracotta Distribution announces that the legendary
cult cinema venue The Prince Charles Cinema, London,
plans to screen Terracotta’s latest release ‘BIG TITS
ZOMBIE’ on a monthly basis.
In the past, The Prince Charles Cinema has been well
known for it’s screenings of ‘THE SING-A-LONG
SOUND OF MUSIC’ as well as ‘THE ROCKY HORROR
SHOW’ where audience members dress as members of
the cast of the respective films.
Following in these grand traditions, ‘BIG TITS ZOMBIE’
audience members dressed as a ‘big tits zombies’ get in
for free!

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.tapeitordie.com
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The Code of the Zombie Pirate
How to Become an Undead Master of the High Seas
Set in the Caribbean of the eighteenth century, the epicenter of piracy,
voodoo, and the dark arts, The Code
of the Zombie Pirate reveals all the
secrets to selecting, customizing, and
managing a motley crew of piratescum-zombies. Imagine the consequences of pirates who have crossed
the line to immortality: the breathtaking lack of respect for life—it's the ultimate pirate
dream! Kenemore advises captions in:
• Selecting Zombie Pirates: Fast or slow, chatty or
quiet? Can a zombie hold a cutlass, or is it better off
using its teeth? As readers will learn, pirate crews benefit from diversity.
• Finding a Vessel Worthy of a Bunch of Dead Guys:
Learn the ins-and-outs of pirate ships. Which ones best
suit zombies, with their unique undead benefits and

drawbacks?
• Flying the Zombie Pirate Flags: Learn how to instill
fear with something as simple as a brain and crossbones.
• Going Full Zombie: Should the reader—an aspiring
Pirate King or Queen—become a member of the walking dead? There are benefits and drawbacks to this,
discussed here.
This rollicking guide through the world that zombies
and pirates both haunted and hunted will keep Zen of
Zombie readers intrigued and win over legions of new
fans.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this BOOK then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Zombies not just on DVD!!!
NMR distribution don’t do DVDs,
lot more than just the undead in
but what they do supply is some of your DVD player and in your
the best zombie stuff available out favourite graphic novels…
there for people that need more
than just zombie films and books
More details and products
in their lives… You can have zomcan be found on
bies on your walls, your floors, your
www.amazon.co.uk and
poker nights, just about everywww.amazon.com
where you could want the living
dead, thanks to NMR they could
be there for you.
So as you can see they have sent us
some stuff to give to you, our
readers, in a seriously great
giveaway…
We have two types of Zombie
Posters, Zombie Games and
Zombie Survival Playing
Cards and they also tonnes
more funky stuff besides... so
keep your eyes peeled for a

Competition Time
To win all of these PRIZES then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Siege of the Dead (AKA RAMMBOCK)
Taking its cues from the grim,
minimalist realism of ‘[Rec]’
and ’28 Days Later’ and the
fast and furious zombie action of Zack Snyder’s ‘Dawn
Of The Dead’ remake, Siege
Of The Dead (aka
Rammbock), the superb debut feature from writer Benjamin Hessler and director
Marvin Kren, is an invigorating addition to a burgeoning
new wave of Euro-horror
movies that is currently putting Hollywood to shame in terms of spirit and originality.
When lovelorn Michael arrives in Berlin to return a set
of keys to his ex-girlfriend, Gabi, as an excuse to see her
again, he finds her apartment empty save for a couple
of plumbers making repairs to the central heating. Just
as Michael learns from the plumber’s apprentice,
Harper, that Gabi has popped out for a while but will
return soon, the apprentice is attacked by his boss who
has unexpectedly and inexplicably transformed into a
raging madman. Together, Michael and Harper manage to bundle the crazed plumber out of the apart-

ment and barricade themselves safely inside. Within
minutes, they find themselves trapped in apartment
block under siege from a horde of similarly insane people, apparently hungry for human flesh.
The radio news reports of a deadly virus spreading
throughout Berlin, transmitted by body fluids via bites
and bleeding wounds. The result is a city overrun by
bloodthirsty zombies. Surrounded by the undead, Michael and Harper have to figure out how to stay alive
long enough to get out of the building safely and, if
Michael has anything to do with it, find Gabi along the
way.
Starring Michael Fuith (Rimini; Free To Leave) and
Theo Trebs (The White Ribbon), Siege Of The Dead is a
superior zombie flick, full of creeping suspense, paranoid unease and adrenaline-boosting brutality with an
unexpectedly tender moment of zombie love thrown in
for good measure.
Siege Of The Dead (cert. 15) will be released on DVD by
Revolver Entertainment on 25th October 2010.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

LIVING DEAD DATES
The zombies are coming! This new calendar features zombies in all their creepy, gory glory as they pursue their human prey. With art from James Ryman, this calendar
makes it easy to see why these slow-walking, flesh-craving
creatures have captured the fascination of a whole new
generation and why having them on your wall for the net
365 would be bloody awesome… Available from
www.amazon.co.uk or www.rsvp.com

Competition Time
To win a copy of the calendar then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Zombie movies on the horror channel;
October/November 2010
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 149 and Freesat 138)

November

We kick off November in
st
The dark nights are here and you can rely on the Horror fine style on the 1 at 00:45
with the ravishing superChannel to fill them with more nightmares of the unnatural hit Flesh For The
dead than any other station.
Beast. A crack team of
October
parapsychologists investiA premiere not to miss is on the 17th at 22:55. Jim
gate a former brothel playMickle’s contemporary shocker Zombie Virus On Muling host to gorgeous seducbery Street is a stunning shocker where six tenants of a
tive demons, a zombie
tumbledown tenement are faced with surviving a disarmy and a terrifying saeased pack of rats, whose bite is turning their human
tanic secret.
victims into blood-thirsty mutants.
Tobe Hooper's Mortuary
th
If you fancy a late night then put Wednesday the 20
gets an airing on Thursday
in your diaries for at 02:55 we present an hilarious hor11th at 22:55. It's the story of
ror comedy of marital strife with a dash of braina widow named Leslie who moves her family into a
munching zombie action. In Zombie Dearest a doting
small town mortuary which hides a dark secret. Blood,
husband Gus goes to any lengths to please his wife, even
zombies and more blood this is one of Hooper's best efas far as digging up a corpse to do his bidding! Original,
forts and up there with his other classic shocker, The
funny and gory this is one movie that will have you
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
laughing aloud one minute then shaking in fear the
Another late night for you is Wednesday 24th at 02:55
next.
when the Horror Channel presents one of the best BritMockbuster central, US film studio The Asylum present
ish movies ever. In The Zombie Diaries a viral outbreak
nd
their version of a classic story on Friday the 22 . I Am
sees the dead rise, and as the world succumbs to the
Omega gives the post-apocalyptic thriller a kung fu
shuffling zombie masses, three groups of survivors wittwist as Renchard (martial arts star Mark Dacascos)
ness the carnage and fight for survival.
battles against mutant creatures that control the
planet. The masses of undead rise at 00:55.
As with all TV channels the dates and times are subject
Candyman star Tony Todd is here to stalk your dreams
to alteration so please go to www.horrorchannel.co.uk
th
on Saturday the 30 at 21:00 in the heart-stopping
for any last minute changes. Also join us on Facebook
shocker Shadow: Dead Riot. When the jail that once
http://www.facebook.com/horrorchannel and Twitter
held and executed voodoo-practising serial killer,
http://twitter.com/horror_channel
Shadow, is turned into a women's prison, he and his
zombie minions are resurrected.

Devils Playground
London: The not too distant future.
Newgen Industries, a leading company, is trying to placate a media
uproar. Its new "legal performance
enhancer", RAK-295, has met with
spectacular failure during testing,
causing severe physical and allergic
reactions in all 30,000 of its test
subjects.... Violent flesh eating allergic reactions in all but one user...

Angela Mills.
The Free-running zombies take over London, but can
an already bitten and infected murdering mercenary
employed by Newgen actually have a change of heart
and save Angela and can the father of Angelas baby
allow her to become the cure???
This UK high-octane Zombie film stars Danny Dyer,
Jaime Murray and Craig Fairbrass and can be seen on
the Big Screen at the Day of the Undead in November…
Available NOW on DVD and Blu-Ray...

www.tapeitordie.com
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BUY some High Quality Fake Blood by Gav’n Gore
http://cgi.ebay.co.uk/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?ViewItem&item=120626203110&ssPageName=STRK%3AMESELX%3AIT

Or search for “Halloween Fake Costume Horror Blood“ on EBay

I am a Special Effects Make-Up Artist and this is my own tried and tested Fake
Blood. It has been used for Zombie Films, Horror Film festivals, Film Promotions and
Live Action Role Play Events
The Blood itself is very thick making it very simple to apply, as it gets warmer it
glistens and begins to drip for a truly horrific effect!! Its also great to use with latex
wounds (see picture) it can make even the cheapest shop bought pieces look gross!!
All ingredients are natural and the Blood is Non Toxic & Fully Edible, also if you
need a slightly Runnier Blood you can mix in
some water and its still great!! The Blood comes
in a 75ml pot and is best kept at room temperature. If you require
different quantities, see my other listings or give me an email and
we can sort something out.
I will also be making you lot up as Zombies at this years Day of the
Undead, so find me and have a chat...

Happy Halloween Everyone!!!!
Gav’n Gore

MASS DESTRUCTION
Port Gamble, a quaint little coastal town known for its
conservative residents and old fashioned, small town
ways. An idyllic, scenic location, full of beautiful surroundings and tradition American values. All of which
are about to be sent to hell with the arrival of a toxic,
rotting corpse washed up upon one of its celebrated
beaches. The community of Port Gamble is about to
have its face ripped off, chewed up and spat out as the
neighbourhood
begins to transform into rabid,
flesh eating
zombies. Is it
germ warfare?
Is it something
more sinister?
Who can save
Port Gamble
from its bone

crunching, gut spewing doom? Could it be Frida, the
sultry, Iranian (and US citizen college drop out? Joe, the
psycho basement dweller? Apocalypse obsessed Reverend Harris? Or the unhinged Mayor Burton? One thing
is for sure, it’s taken a bunch cannibalistic corpses to
bring any life to this town and if it’s brains they’re after,
it’s going to be a long night for the living dead.

Zombies of Mass Destruction is out now on DVD and is
also part of the Day of the undead in November, so
head to the Terror4fun website to see this movie on the
big screen.

Competition Time
To win a copy of the DVD then check out the comp
on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
10,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombie Make Up Artists Directory

John Parnham
John Parnham has been
working in Prosthetics
& Special makeup effects for Film, Television,
Theatre, Media, Commercial & Industrial since
1995.
Recently his work has
been seen in
the following projects,
Mothcatcherfilms "Dead
Outside" Realm Pictures
"Zomblies" & Haphazardmedia's "Zombie
the Musical".
Previously to this
John has worked
on adverts, casualty simulation
films, The
Gadget Show
and Fifth Gear to
name but a few
and he is the current owner and
Workshop manager at Devonfx
which operates
from studios
in Yorkshire and
London.
John should be attending the screening of
Zomblies at this years Day of the Undead, Festival of Zombie Culture…

For more details about John head to:
www.devonfx.com

Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk
Name: Steven Boyle
Based: Australia
Feature Films: Star Wars Ep II, Undead, King Kong,
Black Sheep and 30 Days of Night.
Short Films: Yes
Zombies: Yes
Contact Via: creaturesteveb@aol.com
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Zombie Website of the Issue !

www.tapeitordie.com

This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com as soon as
possible… (Closing dates may vary, check our website!)
Comp 1) Win a set of Walking Dead Goodies. Who created and writes ’The Walking Dead?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE WALKING GOODIES
Comp 2) Win a set of Bad Taste Bear Zombies. Which film is ‘Bad Taste Bear ‘Billy' from?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘6 NAUGHTY DEAD BEARS'
Comp 3) Win Day of the Dead on DVD. Which Character did Joe Pilato play?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SPECIAL DAY’
Comp 4) Win Dawn of the Dead on DVD. 'Which actors play the two SWAT Officers that make it to the mall?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘SPECIAL DAWN’
Comp 5) Win ‘Big Tits Zombies’ on DVD. What certificate is this film?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE KNOCKERS’
Comp 6) Win ‘The Code of the Zombie Pirate’ Book. Who played Captain Barbosa in Pirates of the Caribbean?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘YO HO HO and A BOTTLE OF BRAINS’
Comp 7) Win Tonnes of Zombie Bits from NMR… What sort of Playing Cards could you win?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BUCKETLOADS OF ZOMBIES’
Comp 8) Win ‘The Siege of the Dead’ on DVD. What name was the film released under?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NEIN ZOMBIES’
Comp 9) Win the John Ryman drawn Zombies Calendar. Which Month features a Zombie Pirate?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CAPTAIN BLUEBRAINS’
Comp 10) Win the Zombies of Mass Destruction on DVD. Which town is the film set in?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘MASS DESTRUCTION’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!! CHEERS…

PLUS THERE’S More ONLINE Competitions: www.terror4fun.com/zombie_competitions
Terms and conditions and details of previous winners can be found on the Terror4fun website.

